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Use school technology wisely
Computers can transform and enhance classroom instruction and help 
you further your own professional development. However, technology 
can also create pitfalls for educators. Misuse of technology is one of 
the most common causes for discipline.

Keep these tips in mind:

• As a general rule, use your school computer only for school-related work.

• Read your district’s acceptable use policy (AUP) for Internet and email use. The policy 
should define where, when and how long school employees may use school computers and 
network services. Do not use your school’s computers for anything not permitted in the policy. 
Under the AUP, you are also likely to be responsible for exercising reasonable supervision over 
student use.

• Remember, the district has the right to restrict or prohibit access at any time for any 
reason. Activities typically prohibited include sexual harassment, viewing or transmitting 
inappropriate language or images and copyright infringement.

• Do not expect your district email to be private. The school district—your employer—owns 
and controls the email system. Even deleted emails can be retrieved and used against you. Do 
not send any personal, confidential or private emails from district-issued computers, iPads or 
mobile devices or using district email addresses.

• Do not access, receive or transmit anything that can be interpreted as obscene or 
pornographic. It is good practice to notify the technology coordinator if you receive an 
unsolicited inappropriate email and delete it right away. Never let students see anything even 
marginally inappropriate.

• Grades, individual education plans (IEPs) and all other private data must be secured, even 
on a computer. Just as you wouldn’t leave your grades sitting on your desk, don’t leave your 
computer data unprotected.

• Do not use school computers or other district-issued devices for commercial purposes, such 
as promoting a summer business you operate or selling items on Craigslist or eBay.

• Be careful what you post on social media and online profiles outside of school. Inappropriate 
photos and comments could be considered detrimental to your school and could jeopardize 
your job. In general, don’t post anything you would not want viewed by your students, 
colleagues and employer.



• Be aware that students sometimes target teachers via social-networking websites such 
as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Contact your Education Minnesota field staff or 
local president for assistance if you are the subject of a fake webpage or profile or other 
inappropriate use.

• If the district asks to review your personal communication devices, such as your phone or 
personal iPad or laptop, do not turn over any personal device until you have talked with a 
union representative.


